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 Mill and Millians on Liberty and Moral
 Character*

 Harry M. Clor

 This essay critically explores the efforts of John Stuart Mill and contempo-
 rary Millian scholarship to provide a utilitarian justification for a categorical
 principle of personal liberty. What is distinctive about Mill's argument is its
 pronounced emphasis upon character development as an essential constituent
 of happiness; the heart of the argument is that freedom of choice promotes a
 kind of elevated or worthy human character upon which happiness ultimately
 depends. Hence, society must be prevented from imposing any conventional or
 customary morality which would restrict individual autonomy. This case for
 the sovereignty of personal autonomy is infected with a number of difficulties
 and ambiguities. Central among these are weighty problems associated with
 Mill's crucial concept of individuality and its relation to human excellence or
 nobility of character. The refinements upon Millian doctrine introduced by his
 current supporters do not, and cannot, resolve its inherent ambiguities.

 John Stuart Mill's On Liberty has been analyzed and inter-
 preted over and over again. I have two excuses for traversing once
 more this much traveled territory. First, works of this importance
 can and should be wrestled with over and over again. Secondly,
 much of the contemporary scholarship (including some of the
 most impressive recent analysis) is the work of strong proponents
 of "Millian values," that is, libertarian premises and conclusions
 concerning freedom of expression, cultural diversity and individu-
 ality.' Hence, certain problems raised by these values, and the ar-
 guments associated with them, are not wrestled with as much as I
 believe is warranted. Such a justification for reevaluation of Mill's
 case can even find support in his own teaching-which, after all,
 is famous for its argument that prevailing ideas ought to be sub-
 jected to critical challenge.

 At the heart of modern libertarian doctrine is an overriding
 devotion to the concept of individual freedom of choice and a cele-
 bration of the act of choosing. This devotion and celebration pro-
 vides the ultimate ideological basis upon which, among other
 things, "victimless crimes" are condemned. For example, it is
 claimed that every adult is entitled to decide for himself or herself
 whether to be a producer and consumer of even the most extreme
 forms of pornography. Let us note in passing that this is an enti-
 tlement to have available for one's selection and enjoyment maga-
 zines (like Hustler) devoted to the graphic portrayal of women as
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 4 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 objects to be manipulated or degraded and sadistic motion pic-
 tures graphically presenting scenes of rape, slaughter and sensual-
 ized violence. While John Stuart Mill did not explicitly pronounce
 upon the pornography issue, he stands as a seminal contributor to
 the contemporary glorification of "choice."

 In theories prominent today, the right of the individual to live
 as one chooses (whatever might be chosen) is derived philosophi-
 cally from a concept of intrinsic human dignity or the equal re-
 spect that is owed to every person.2 While the idea of a categorical
 "dignity" is occasionally discoverable in Mill's case for liberty,
 that is not its foundation; Mill's liberalism is not deontological.
 What is most interesting about Mill's case is the centrality of its
 concern for the development of human character; the crux of the
 argument is that liberty promotes better human beings. This con-
 nection that Mill seeks to establish between freedom of choice and

 a kind of excellence raises the crucial questions which, finally, I
 wish to confront. But it is necessary to begin by addressing more
 elementary issues in the interpretation of basic components of
 Mill's doctrine.

 I

 As is well known, On Liberty affirms a principle intended to
 "govern absolutely" society's authority to control the individual
 by law or public opinion. This is the principle that a person's lib-
 erty may be restricted only "to prevent harm to others." As ap-
 plied to every adult member of any civilized community, it yields
 a twofold proscription of social compulsion: the individual may
 not be subjected to coercion for his own good-physical or
 moral-and he may not be subjected to coercion because others
 disapprove of his conduct. "Over himself, over his own mind and
 body, the individual is sovereign."3 (Therefore, those contempo-
 rary liberals who would forbid compulsion to be used on behalf of
 morality but allow it to protect persons from self-inflected physical
 injury-like drug abuse-are affirming a part of Mill's principle
 and violating another part; so are those who would forbid legal
 coercion of "harmless" immoralities while acknowledging a re-
 strictive role for collective opinion.)

 On Liberty never defines or explains exactly what it means by
 "harm," leaving us (whether deliberately or not) with some lati-
 tude for differing interpretations on this crucial point. Mill does
 insist, however, that the conduct against which society may use co-
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 LIBERTY AND MORALITY IN MILL 5

 ercion is only that which "occasions perceptible hurt" to some
 "assignable individual" besides the actor himself. In the context
 of On Liberty as a whole, this seems to mean that there must be
 some definite, palpable injury to the life and limb, health, liberty
 or material goods of some identifiable person.4 Moreover, the in-
 jury has to be "direct." Mill acknowledges (as he must) that what
 a person does to himself, what one does with one's own life, might
 well have indirect or ultimate effects of a harmful sort upon others
 and upon society at large. He calls this "contingent injury" and
 treats it as an "inconvenience-which society can afford to bear,
 for the sake of the greater good of human freedom."5 Liberty is
 not to be restricted for the sake of preventing such inconveniences.
 Finally, the conduct against which society is entitled to intervene
 is conduct harmful to nonconsenting persons. In his effort to draw
 a clear line between things over which society has jurisdiction and
 things belonging to the sovereignty of the individual, Mill assigns
 to the latter sphere all activites which do not (injuriously) affect
 others without their informed consent. It follows that one must be at
 liberty to engage in consensual transactions injurious to one's
 partners as long as they are (legally) adults who are voluntarily in-
 volved in the transaction. This consideration, while not always
 pointedly formulated by Mill, is essential to his doctrine; without
 it the complete sovereignty of every individual over his own mind
 and body could not be maintained. To summarize the Liberty
 Principle insofar as it can be briefly summarized: there must be
 complete freedom to do and live as one pleases-up to the point
 where one's conduct directly and palpably harms identifiable and
 nonconsenting persons.

 How can an apparently categorial norm of this sort be main-
 tained by one who rejects "the idea of abstract right, as a thing
 independent of utility" and "regard[s] utility as the ultimate ap-
 peal on all ethical questions"?6 That is the theoretical problem to
 which a great deal of recent Mill scholarship is devoted, and we
 shall return to it. But, from the common-sense perspective of the
 citizen, there is a prior question which comes more readily to
 mind: Do we want our community to live by this principle? At the
 outset, isn't there a considerable burden of proof to be met by a
 doctrine entailing, virtually without qualification, the liberty of
 any adult to cause three kinds of injuries: (1) injury to oneself
 (which, by the way, could disable one from contributing to the
 welfare of the community); (2) direct harm to others who incur it
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 6 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 voluntarily; and (3) indirect or long-range harm to society at
 large?

 As a matter of fact, no liberal democracy has ever managed to
 live by Mill's principle in its entirety. And, although influenced by
 it, our liberal democracy continues to compromise with it in vari-
 ous ways. We still have a number of enactments against what we
 call "vices"-enactments which are deviations from Mill's princi-
 ple or, at least, are rendered highly suspect by it. These include
 laws restricting pornography, prostitution, bigamy or polygamy,
 gambling, drug abuse, public drunkenness, suicide pacts and vio-
 lent entertainments like barefist prizefighting. Arguably, all of
 these activities can be engaged in by consenting adults without di-
 rect and obvious injury to nonconsenting persons. (The same
 might be said of the old practice of duelling; yet anyone engaging
 in this practice would find themselves in legal and social trouble
 no matter how careful they were to fight their duels consensually
 and in private.) Among the reasons why society legislates against
 such activities is that it regards them as corrupting, degrading or
 brutalizing. The legislator need not be paternalistically concerned
 with the well-being of the individuals directly and immediately in-
 volved in degrading transactions; he might be concerned, primar-
 ily, with the eventual effect of such transactions upon community
 moral values. He might well conclude that brutalizing activities
 (especially when conducted on a large scale and with impunity, as
 in the pornography industry) will in the long run erode important
 public standards of civility. In other words, the enactments in
 question reflect the belief that, Mill's doctrine notwithstanding,
 the community is entitled to use its law to protect its decent way
 of life against certain "indirect effects" which it regards as signifi-
 cant.

 Millians are inclined to reject this claim on the ground that
 such indirect effects do not really constitute any "harm" to oth-
 ers; they only "offend" others. C. L. Ten observes: "According to
 Mill, an action indirectly affects others, or the interests of others,
 if it affects them simply because they dislike it or find it repugnant
 or immoral."' And, of course, Mill teaches that it is every bit as
 impermissible for an action to be repressed merely on account of
 society's dislike and repugnance as on account of society's solici-
 tude for the agent's own good. It is doubtful, however, that Mill
 recognized as indirect effects on others (or "contingent injuries")
 only such effects as those others happen to dislike and find offen-
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 LIBERTY AND MORALITY IN MILL 7

 sive.8 But if that were Mill's view, the legislator referred to above
 could reply that pornography is not merely something offensive;
 by dehumanizing sexuality it tends to undermine attitudes and re-
 lationships "central to family life, communal welfare and the de-
 velopment of human personality."' In other words, society can
 have reasons, other than its arbitrary repugnance, for apprehen-
 sion about the long-term consequences of unrestrained commerce
 in pornography. These ethical and social reasons may be insuffi-
 cient but they cannot be dismissed perfunctorily as mere "dis-
 like."

 A similar response can be made to Alan Ryan's position. Ac-
 cording to Ryan, "the essence of Mill's argument" is that "people
 have failed to distinguish between acts which really are wrong and
 those which are foolish or unaesthetic. . . . Mill's point is that
 moral [and legal] judgments must be grounded on the harm the
 agent knowingly does to others; what lies outside this realm is a
 matter for prudence and aesthetics."10 Ryan is making (and at-
 tributing to Mill) the sharp dichotomy between acts which are im-
 moral, and hence punishable, because they involve deliberate in-
 jury to other persons and acts which are merely imprudent or
 unattractive and, presumably, harmless to others. If, in this for-
 mulation, "harm" is identified with direct and palpable injury,
 then it would seem to follow that the pornographer, the prostitute
 and the polygamist are only doing things foolish and ugly which
 are not fit subjects for moral reprobation. And isn't our legislator
 condemnable for proscribing the merely unaesthetic? Mill himself
 (or at least some of his views) can be called upon to assist us in re-
 sisting this sort of conclusion. It is very questionable whether Mill
 consistently regarded prostitution as morally blameless or entirely
 harmless." And it is beyond question that he condemned polyg-
 amy (among consenting adults) as both wrong and injurious to
 the women "who may be deemed the sufferers by it.""2 Yet Mill's
 doctrine apparently forbids any coercive restraint of the polyga-
 mist and the prostitute or her customer. Therefore, as I have ob-
 served, the doctrine does entail the liberty to engage in consensual
 transactions injurious to others. In acting against these transac-
 tions, our legislator is guilty of making laws in violation of Mill's
 principle but not of absurdly outlawing what is simply unattrac-
 tive.

 Some of these laws go to considerable lengths to accommodate
 personal liberty. Consequently, they may be viewed as compro-
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 8 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 mises embodying society's judgments about the proper balance of
 competing public interests; that is, judgments about public utility.
 In contrast, Mill's Liberty Principle is supposed to "govern abso-
 lutely" and, as I have indicted, this raises puzzling questions
 about Millian utilitarianism.

 Surely there are situations in which utility is best served by a
 weighing and balancing of competing interests to determine
 whether liberty or restraint is more likely to promote the greatest
 happiness of the greatest number. And, while a thoroughgoing
 utilitarian calculus could yield a conclusion against restraint in
 many cases, it can hardly be expected to do so in every case. (Po-
 lygamy? duelling? an influential fascist movement?) Yet it is just
 such an inquiry, just such a process of weighing and balancing,
 that Mill's doctrine forecloses.

 On these considerations, some commentators have suggested
 that Mill isn't really a utilitarian, or that, in any event, the Lib-
 erty Principle requires a deontological foundation of some sort.
 Mill's supporters have replied that a complex utilitarianism is in-
 deed capable of yielding (more or less) binding norms which pre-
 clude direct appeals to utility. 3 The most impressive effort in this
 direction is to be found in John Gray's Mill on Liberty. A Defence.
 Gray holds that "Mill's doctrine of liberty rests on a form of indi-
 rect utilitarianism in which there is room for weighty secondary
 principles, including moral principles to do with justice and moral
 rights."'14 Plausibly, Gray's analysis attributes to Mill a theory of
 "vital human interests" rooted in a conception of human nature
 and happiness. These are interests in "autonomy and security"
 which "are to be protected before any others a man may have."15
 The function of the Liberty Principle is to protect them, as moral
 rights, against direct appeals to utility which are likely to be mis-
 guided or counterproductive.

 This part of Gray's interpretation can be supported by a num-
 ber of passages from Mill's various texts. Mill surely denies that
 every action should be judged or determined by immediate resort
 to the final desiderata of human happiness, and he surely insists
 upon the importance of "secondary principles" for the guidance
 of conduct. Emphatically, he reminds us "that only in cases of
 conflict between secondary principles is it requisite that first prin-
 ciples [utility-happiness] should be appealed to."'6

 A secondary principle, however, is justifiable only insofar as it
 is instrumental to happiness, and Mill's view of happiness de-
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 LIBERTY AND MORALITY IN MILL 9

 pends substantially upon his conception of human development in
 general and good character in particular. Mill attests to the impor-
 tance of the latter in numerous passages; here is a selection from
 one of them: "Ideal nobleness of character, or . . . a near ap-
 proach to it in any abundance, would go further than all things
 else towards making human life happy."" On this basis, one may
 test the proposition that the prevention of harm to others' vital in-
 terests (in autonomy and security) is the sole justification for the
 restriction of liberty. On Mill's premises, the liberties protected by
 his principle may be regarded as indefeasible moral rights only if
 it can be shown that their rigorous protection is requisite for, or at
 least is not incompatible with, the development of elevated or wor-
 thy human characters. The mandates of the Liberty Principle can
 be immunized from appeals to general utility only if that norm is
 in full harmony with other secondary norms that Mill acknowl-
 edges. All of this directs our attention to Mill's crucial discussion
 of liberty and character in the third chapter of On Liberty.

 II

 As it is useful that while mankind are imperfect there should be
 different opinions, so it is that there should be different experiments
 of living; that free scope should be given to varieties of character,
 short of injury to others; and that the worth of different modes of life
 should be proved practically, when anyone thinks fit to try them. It is
 desirable, in short, that in things which do not primarily concern
 others, individuality should assert itself.18

 As Mill advocates the utmost liberty and diversity of opinions,
 so he advocates the utmost liberty for diverse tastes and ways of
 life. He would prevent society from imposing (either by law or
 public opinion) a conventional or customary morality restricting
 the "different experiments of living." He would do so in the name
 of "individuality," which is, evidently, the prime "utility" sub-
 served by liberty of tastes and pursuits.

 A threshold question arises as to what, exactly, Mill means by
 individuality, and why he attaches such a high value to it. In the
 simplest and most obvious meaning of the term, it signifies that a
 person is unique or markedly different from other people-what
 we call a nonconformist. Is this what Mill's doctrine celebrates

 and seeks to maximize? Some critics seem to think so; on this ba-
 sis Mill is sometimes criticized for advocating mere eccentricity or
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 10 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 nonconformity for its own sake. Such an interpretation fails to do
 justice to Mill's teaching. It is true enough that Mill occasionally
 praises eccentricity as such, but that is only in the context of his
 view of modern society and its principal danger-the tyranny of
 majority opinion. Mill treats eccentricity of tastes and pursuits as
 a desirable counterweight to the mass conformity generated by
 democratic modernity. But he often treats individuality as a human
 excellence transcending the particular needs of our time (although
 much needed in our time).

 Mill does not precisely define that excellence which he calls in-
 dividuality, and ultimately, perhaps, the notion is an elusive one.
 We can, however, get a sufficient hold on it for purposes of this in-
 quiry. Mill associates individuality with energy of character, and he
 associates energy of character most prominently with two charac-
 teristics: choosing your own plan of life and having desires and
 impulses which are "your own" as distinguished from being the
 dictates of custom and convention. The "individual," then, is an
 active, self-directing person who more or less deliberately chooses
 his or her way of life, and whose dispositions are both distinctive
 and energetic. This is the kind of personality that is supposed to
 be promoted by Millian society with its maximal free scope for the
 different experiments of living.

 At this point a further question arises concerning the status of
 individuality in Mill's moral philosophy as a whole. Does Mill
 mean to rank this quality so high as to render it identical with
 good character as such; so that to have individuality is to have the
 basic requisites of a worthy human life? Does Mill's philosophy
 conceive of individuality as the equivalent of virtue (to use the So-
 cratic term that Mill was often willing to use)? Sometimes in On
 Liberty Mill does seem to go so far as to equate individuality with
 virtue or excellence per se, as when he emphatically states that it is
 the same thing as human development.19 If this view of the matter
 could be upheld, the case for Millian free society would be a pow-
 erful one.

 But the difficulty with such a view becomes apparent when
 one thinks of outstanding scoundrels, fanatics and self-gratifying
 sensualists whose lives appear to fulfill Mill's definition of individ-
 uality. The Marquis de Sade was a remarkable individual whose
 energetic desires and impulses were evidently "his own" in Mill's
 sense. Are we to regard the Marquis as an exemplary human be-
 ing on this account (provided, of course, that he scrupulously con-
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 LIBERTY AND MORALITY IN MILL 11

 fines his activities to consenting adults)? No one familiar with the
 whole body of Mill's writings would think that Mill could possibly
 answer this in the affirmative.

 In his essay Utilitarianism, Mill advances a doctrine of higher
 and lower human pursuits which entails the moral condemnation
 of all such individuals as the Marquis. He maintains that pleasure
 is the ultimate end of all human activity and, hence, the ultimate
 standard of good and bad, but he insists upon a distinction be-
 tween the higher and the lower pleasures as the decisive determi-
 nant of judgments about good and bad. To paraphrase: the plea-
 sures of the intellect, of the social feelings and of the moral
 sentiments are inherently superior to those of mere physical or
 sensual enjoyment. Thus, a mode of existence devoted to material
 self-indulgence is both less fulfilling and ethically inferior to one
 that employs the higher faculties and exhibits sociable concern for
 the welfare of others. From this Mill concludes: "Utilitarianism,
 therefore, could only attain its end by the general cultivation of
 nobleness of character.""0

 Now nobleness of character (as understood in Utilitarianism)
 and individuality (as understood in On Liberty) are not quite the
 same thing. It is apparently possible for one to fulfill Mill's con-
 ception of what it means to be "an individual" while violating
 considerably the standards of human worth set forth in Utilitarian-
 ism. If a life thoroughly devoted to the lower pleasures can be self-
 chosen and energetically pursued, it follows that there is such a
 thing as a ignoble individuality, that is, a humanly undesirable indi-
 viduality.

 Before I go on to explore the implications of this apparent ten-
 sion in Mill's thought, it is advisable to confront those prominent
 alternative interpretations which are preclusive of any such ten-
 sion. Some commentators tend to understand the concept of
 "higher pleasures" in such a way that it becomes almost identical
 with the concept of individuality. According to John Gray, "it is a
 necessary condition of a pleasure being a higher pleasure that it
 consists in activities that have been chosen after experience of an
 appropriate range of alternatives. But the sufficient condition of a
 pleasure's being a higher pleasure is that it expresses the individ-
 ual nature of the man whose pleasure it is."21 Hence, all that Mill
 is supposed to have meant by a higher pleasure is the satisfaction
 associated with an activity which an individual has deliberately
 chosen and which reflects his peculiar potentialities. (On this un-
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 12 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 derstanding, the Marquis de Sade and other devoted sensualists
 might pass the test.) But this is not all that Mill means in his con-
 cept of higher pleasures, and, if it were, the concept could not
 serve the purpose for which it is introduced as a modification of
 classical hedonism. Mill introduces the distinction between higher
 and lower pleasures in order to rescue utilitarianism from the
 charge that it constitutes a base or degrading version of human
 life. In response to the charge, Mill claims that any person equally
 capable of experiencing the pleasures "derived from the higher
 faculties" and those arising from our "animal nature" will neces-
 sarily judge the former to be "preferable in kind."22 Mill does not
 say that these pleasures are superior because they would be chosen
 by such persons but that they would be chosen on account of their
 superiority. And the argument of Utilitarianism clearly does not
 (though that of On Liberty might) derive their superiority from
 their expression of an individual's unique potentialities. The argu-
 ment of Utilitarianism is surely advancing claims about a universal
 desideratum reflecting qualities supposed to belong to human be-
 ings as such.

 An alternative interpretation precludes the apparent tension in
 Mill's thought by enlarging the conception of individuality. Ac-
 cording to C. L. Ten, what individuality really means is making
 free choices which are such as to develop both one's unique poten-
 tialities and "the distinctive human endowments."23 On this un-

 derstanding, individuality tends to become a term virtually synon-
 ymous with "good choice" or choice within a spectrum of worthy
 objects calculated to cultivate the generic human qualities. (From
 this angle, the Marquis and his like would not qualify as genuine
 "individuals.") While Mill's language sometimes lends itself to
 this notion it is a confusing notion. Why should an author con-
 stantly call by the name of individuality a disposition to make
 sound decisions which promote certain natural and universally
 valuable human capabilities? The term is more coherently, and
 less ambiguously, employed when the author wishes to emphasize
 the development of qualities and capabilities which are peculiarly
 one's own, and this is surely the emphasis in the third chapter of
 On Liberty.

 One must face the fact that Utilitarianism and On Liberty
 present us with two distinct standards (and aspects?) of the good
 life which are not necessarily mutually supportive and which in-
 deed might come into conflict. Therefore, an ignoble (and pre-
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 LIBERTY AND MORALITY IN MILL 13

 sumably happiness-defeating) individuality is quite possible, and
 it is something that social philosophy has to take serious account
 of-as a fact of life as well as a problem for the analysis of Millian
 liberalism. This significant reality is precisely what is neglected or
 obscured in the writings and perspectives of Mill's descendents.
 Now, although he is not always clear about it, let us suppose that
 Mill fully recognized this reality. Let us suppose that what Mill
 wanted to teach us is that individuality is one vital component of a
 worthy human life but that, of course, it is insufficient; good char-
 acter also requires certain other qualities every bit as much. Good
 character requires that you have high aspirations and the disposi-
 tion and capacity to make them prevail over the lower passions
 and appetites-even such appetites as might be distinctly one's
 own or contributory to a person's uniqueness. If this is Mill's posi-
 tion, one wants to ask what provisions are made in the free society
 of On Liberty for the cultivation of these other essential qualities. Is
 Mill assuming that they will spontaneously emerge and prevail in
 a society so heavily devoted to liberty of tastes and pursuits? Why is
 anyone entitled to assume that the noble experiments of living will
 outnumber and outweigh the ignoble ones?

 It is hard to resist quoting Sir Patrick Devlin's observation that
 Mill "did not really grapple with the fact that, along the paths
 that depart from traditional morals, pimps leading the weak
 astray far outnumber spiritual explorers at the head of the
 strong."24 Devlin might be guilty of exaggerating the numerical
 predominance of pimps over spiritual explorers, but there is a
 problem here with which Mill did not find it necessary to grapple
 very much. The intriguing question is: Why not? Three possible
 answers suggest themselves.

 First, Mill might be operating with a highly optimistic concep-
 tion of human nature or of the spontaneous dispositions of most
 human beings when they have been liberated from externally im-
 posed constraints. This is a tempting answer; there is an element
 of optimism about human nature in Mill's thought. Yet this is too
 simple to be the whole answer. In some writings, particularly in
 Representative Government, Mill realistically acknowledges the power
 of low or narrow self-interest in the lives of most of us, and he ac-
 knowledges the difficulty of overcoming it.25 In Utilitarianism, Mill
 maintains that the high ethical standards of his utilitarian moral-
 ity have a natural foundation: "This firm foundation is that of the
 social feelings of mankind; the desire to be in unity with our fel-
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 14 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 low creatures, which is already a powerful principle in human na-
 ture, and happily one of those which tend to become stronger,
 even without express inculcation, from the influences of advancing
 civilization."26 Several pages later, however, he admits that "this
 feeling in most individuals is much inferior in strength to their
 selfish feelings, and is often wanting altogether."" Now Mill ex-
 pects this situation to improve; he expects the more elevated social
 feelings to be gradually strengthened by "the influences of ad-
 vancing civilization." But this is a judgment about the future,
 while the regime of On Liberty is emphatically recommended for all
 civilized societies here and now. After all, Mill is not teaching us
 that the liberation he advocates must wait until human nature has
 been ennobled.

 Mill's first prominent critic, James Fitzjames Stephen, said:
 "The great defect of Mr. Mill's later writings seems to me to be
 that he has formed too favorable an estimate of human nature."28

 This kind of observation conveys only a partial truth; Stephen
 should have said that Mill's estimate of human nature is

 ambiguous-sometimes quite favorable and sometimes not.
 According to John Gray's view of the matter, however, Mill

 could not be charged with ambiguity on this subject, because he
 scarcely had any view of human nature at all. As Gray restates the
 understanding of human beings presupposed in On Liberty, "man
 [is] a creature engaged in an endless process of self-
 transformation," and therefore, "no statement claiming universal
 validity can be made about the attributes of human nature, save
 that it essentially indeterminate, and so open to improvement in
 indefinitely many divergent directions."29 Gray seems to mean
 that, over and above the biological constitution which gives rise to
 our need for security, we are autonomous (choice-making)
 beings-and that is all that can be predicated of us. Perhaps, de-
 spite Mill's pronouncements concerning natural sociability, this
 (somewhat existentialist) posture can be attributed to him. But, if
 so, it is difficult to see how Mill could sustain the position he takes
 in Utilitarianism about the higher and lower pleasures of human
 beings as such-unless one reconstructs and modifies that position
 as Gray has done. On these terms, it is also difficult to grasp what
 is meant by the "improvement" of human nature, or on what ba-
 sis Gray (like Mill) can speak of self-development which "elevates
 the character of human wants."30 Why is one entitled to apply
 (without argument) terms like improvement and elevation to a human
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 nature which is nothing more than an endless process of self-
 transformation? We may conclude that Mill's understanding of
 human nature is not sufficiently free of obscurities to provide the
 grounds for a clear solution to our problem.

 Secondly, Mill might believe that education would be fully ade-
 quate to the task of laying the foundations for decent experiments
 of living in the libertarian society. In the fourth chapter of On Lib-
 erty, Mill claims that society has ample means of bringing its
 weaker members up to standards of rational and decent conduct
 because it has absolute power over us during the period of child-
 hood and adolescence. "The existing generation is master both of
 the training and the entire circumstances of the generation to
 come . . . [it is] armed not only with all the powers of education,
 but with the ascendency which the authority of a received opinion
 always exercises over the minds who are the least fitted to judge
 for themselves."3' Now in some kinds of societies the existing gen-
 eration might be master of the training and circumstances of the
 generation to come, but it is not easy to see how this could be the
 case in the libertarian society that Mill espouses. Are the young
 expected to be immune to the ideas of free choice, individuality
 and diversity of life styles which so prominently pervade the adult
 world? Surely we know how much they are affected by these ideas
 even in a society like ours which has traveled only some of the dis-
 tance toward Mill country. As for the authority that a received
 opinion exercises over minds least fitted to judge for themselves,
 this is a rather strange point to be made by someone who strongly
 advocates diversity as against unity of opinion and urges the
 ceaseless questioning and challenging of received opinions. Could
 it be that, for the education of the young and the weak, Mill is re-
 lying on that very conventional morality among adults which he
 has done so much to undermine? One might respond that Mill
 doesn't really mean to undermine conventional opinion or cus-
 tomary morality for the majority but only for the more outstand-
 ing few. This way of interpreting Mill (which has some sup-
 porters) leads me to the third possible reason why Mill does not
 grapple with the problem of indecent experiments of living.

 Perhaps what Mill believes is that the existence of received
 opinions is inevitable, and even salutary, but that there is much
 too much of it in the modern democratic world where the ten-

 dency to collective mediocrity threatens to submerge individuality
 altogether and therewith the prime condition for the existence of
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 16 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 outstanding individuals. "Persons of genius," Mill says, "are al-
 ways likely to be a small minority; but in order to have them, it is
 necessary to preserve the soil in which they grow. Genius can only
 breathe freely in an atmosphere of freedom.""32 Hence, Mill's case
 for liberty of tastes and pursuits can be seen as predominately a
 case for preserving the conditions in which the excellent few can
 emerge and thrive. From this rather aristocratic perspective, it
 would follow that one shouldn't be very concerned about the un-
 dermining of possibly salutary communal conventions by an ex-
 cessive individualism. The overriding task is to save the gifted few
 from the grip of mediocre custom. And, if this is done, Mill ex-
 pects (or at least hopes) that these few will lead the many down
 pathways of moral progress. For this accomplishment, it would be
 a small price to pay if, along the way, we had to put up with some
 vulgar and low experiments of living.

 This scenario has a number of difficulties; I will mention only
 two of them. First, it rests the case for liberty heavily upon a his-
 torical judgment-a judgment about the dominant tendencies of
 modern times. Mill might have been right about the problem of
 Victorian England-how to prevent a monolithic majority from
 imposing its rigid moral beliefs on everyone. But it is very ques-
 tionable whether the danger of a Victorian moral uniformity is
 the problem of our time.33 Furthermore, this Millian scenario
 places a great deal of confidence in the virtue of "the gifted and
 instructed few" (as Mill often called them), and it relies a great
 deal upon the influence of these few over the many. But, after all,
 Mill's doctrine of liberation and individualism is not addressed

 only to the wise and the good, it is addressed to everyone. Al-
 though Mill might have been primarily concerned with its impact
 on the few, the message goes out to everyone: if you want to live a
 genuinely human life and achieve any real fulfillment, you must
 find your own way and go your own way. So why would Mill be
 entitled to suppose that, in the libertarian society, the many will
 be guided by the gifted few, and decent convention will remain in-
 tact for those who need it?

 If Mill is in fact relying on traditional decencies to confine
 somewhat the liberated experiments of living, this reliance seems
 to be strikingly at variance with his frequent attacks upon tradi-
 tion or custom in On Liberty. "The progressive principle," Mill
 writes, "whether as the love of liberty or love of improvement, is
 antagonistic to the sway of Custom, involving, at least, emancipa-
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 tion from that yoke."34 Mill's case for liberty is, in crucial re-
 spects, a case against the influence of tradition in human affairs.
 More precisely, Mill sees a profound antagonism between custom
 and freedom of choice. The following passage reveals Mill's fun-
 damental perspective: "The human faculties of perception, judg-
 ment, discriminative feeling, mental activity, even moral prefer-
 ence are exercised only in making a choice. He who does anything
 because it is the custom makes no choice. He gains no practice ei-
 ther in discerning or desiring what is best."35 The follower of cus-
 tomary norms and practices needs no faculties but "the apelike
 one of imitation," or, to exchange one Millian metaphor for an-
 other, he is in danger of resembling a machine. I do not think that
 any exaggeration is involved in rendering this idea as follows: the
 act of choosing develops all the human faculties; acting on the ba-
 sis of custom develops none of the human faculties, and, indeed,
 devitalizes them.

 Against this interpretation of Mill's antitraditionalism it will
 be contended that he did not denigrate custom as such but only
 the blind or automatic adherence to it. With some plausibility, it
 is asserted that what Mill envisioned is persons who will rationally
 assess the claims of customary values and make a deliberate choice
 for or against them.36 But if everyone earnestly did this, would
 anything remain deserving to be called a custom or a tradition?
 Consider the customary American practice of respect for the Con-
 stitution and obedience to decisions of the Supreme Court. If this
 is really a tradition, it is such because it has some authority over
 the minds and conduct of those subject to it. It should be evident,
 then, that a disposition to exercise my own independent judgment
 (in the full Millian sense) as to the claims of the Constitution and
 the courts is at variance with a disposition to observe this practice
 as a tradition. Mill says: "Nobody denies that people should be so
 taught and trained in youth as to know and benefit by the ascer-
 tained results of human experience."37 But he invites every adult
 person to evaluate the claims of that experience autonomously. If
 multitudes of people accepted the invitation, what would exist at
 most is the anomaly of "traditions" without any authority. Mill
 and his supporters cannot have it both ways. You cannot have at
 the same time and place significant customs and a population of
 thoroughgoing individualists.

 Mill's basic reason why we should enjoy the utmost liberty
 and diversity of tastes and pursuits is that both liberty and diver-
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 18 THE REVIEW OF POLITICS

 sity are conducive to the act of choosing. It is a question of consid-
 erable importance to liberal democracy whether Mill is warranted
 in so far glorifying the act of choosing (as distinguished from what
 is chosen) and so far depreciating custom and conduct governed
 by traditional precepts. (In many ways, we have relied upon
 traditions--moral, social, political and constitutional--to keep
 this multifarious liberal society of ours together in some degree of
 harmony). It seems to me that what we have in Mill's teaching on
 this subject is a half-truth which illuminates some things and ob-
 scures others. It is not to be denied that a truly serious and re-
 sponsible decision as to one's way of life is likely to stimulate the
 human faculties to which Mill refers. But what about an irrespon-
 sible choice or an option for the lower pleasures over the higher
 ones? One can choose, genuinely, the way of life of prostitution,
 sadomasochism, gambling, the drug culture or, for that matter,
 relentless television watching. John Stuart Mill is hardly in a posi-
 tion to deny that life styles of this sort undermine or diminish
 one's capacities for perception, judgment, discriminative feeling,
 mental activity and moral preference. This fact of life may serve
 to explain why Aristotle, in whose definition of virtue the act of
 choosing is central,38 insists upon the importance of having men's
 choices directed by decent laws and customs. Aristotle can accept
 this constraint upon personal autonomy because he regards virtue
 as vitally dependent upon habituation as well as choice. Mill's de-
 votion to the idea of autonomy must lead him to denigrate
 thought and action dependent upon habit as it leads him to deni-
 grate thought and action dependent upon conventional opinion.
 Aristotelian theory, by acknowledging a role for habituation in the
 good life, makes a concession to the limitations of ordinary human
 nature that Millian theory seems unwilling to make.

 On the question of liberty and custom, we may have recourse
 to the teachings of Edmund Burke as a counterweight to those of
 Mill. Through the eyes of Burke we can see that customary values
 and practices need not be viewed as little more than a collection of
 mechanical and devitalized routines. Burke taught that an author-
 itative tradition is not only an indispensable promoter of commu-
 nal spirit and communal identity but also a possible source of in-
 spiration and aspiration for fallible beings such as we are. It can
 inspire us with the idea of a noble inheritance which demands
 much of us.39 And one does not have to be a Burkean to appreci-
 ate that liberty is more secure when it is viewed as part of a vener-
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 able heritage.

 John Gray suggests that, as an authentically liberal philosophy,
 Mill's philosophy seeks "to defend and occupy a point of moral
 neutrality between rival conceptions of the good life" and that, as
 a true utilitarianism, it must do so, "[f]or utilitarianism in its
 want-regarding forms is bound to treat all forms of life equally.""40
 Whatever might be demanded of a bona fide liberalism in this re-
 gard, one cannot successfully maintain that Mill's perspective is
 one of simple neutrality toward different conceptions of the good
 life. If the argument I have advanced in this section has any
 merit, it should be clear enough that Mill does not treat all forms
 of life as equally desirable or equally worthy. As to whether Mill's
 doctrine is essentially a form of "want-regarding" utilitarianism
 (identifying happiness with the satisfaction of our wants as we
 happen to feel them) or a kind of "perfectionist utilitarianism"
 (identifying happiness with excellence), my analysis suggests that
 it is a problematic combination of both. At any rate, it is a theory
 which owes something to classical concepts of virtue as well as to
 Benthamite pleasure and Hobbesean self-preservation; remove the
 former and you could have a consistent moral philosophy but it
 would not be John Stuart Mill's philosophy.

 Nonetheless, there is in Mill's teaching a decisively modern el-
 ement bearing upon both his view of human character and the
 question of morals legislation. In a brief discussion of what he
 calls "The Art of Life" in his Logic, Mill makes a distinction be-
 tween "Morality, Prudence or Policy and Aesthetics; the Right,
 the Expedient and the Beautiful or Noble, in human conduct and
 works."4' And, in his ethical writings, morality is often identified
 rather narrowly with norms proscribing conduct "harmful to oth-
 ers," while considerations of excellence or worthiness are relegated
 to the sphere of the aesthetic. Contemporary Millians are inclined
 to make much of this distinction, for it enables them to represent
 society's effort to proscribe what it calls vice as a project which is
 "simply incoherent"-you cannot rationally undertake to produce
 (aesthetic) worthiness by compulsion.42

 I have noted that Mill's pronouncements do not always reflect
 this sharp dichotomy between the moral and the worthy and be-
 tween their contraries, the immoral and the base.43 But to the ex-
 tent that this dichotomy is maintained, it entails a puzzling bifur-
 cation (if not distintegration) in one's view of moral character.
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 Who exactly is the good human being or the virtuous man-the
 one who abstains from injuring the vital interests of others or the
 one who is actively concerned with their well-being, including
 their higher pleasures? And is it likely that the former could do
 without some of the sensibilities and self-discipline characteristic
 of the latter? In fact Mill rarely settles for the former in his depic-
 tions of virtue. But then is virtue something nonmoral-simply
 aesthetic? Mill does not rigorously confine his use of the term in
 this way either. And that is understandable, for in its traditional
 sense virtue is a term meant to denote the entire ensemble of quali-
 ties requisite for the cultivation of our natural endowment and the
 living of a coherent life individually and socially. As such, it must
 encompass, as wholeness of mind and character must encompass,
 the three departments of life that Mill often seeks (and his fol-
 lowers always seek) to separate.

 As for the argument against the social proscription of vice that
 is founded on this separation, there is an ancient answer. Of
 course one cannot produce worthiness or nobility by compulsion,
 and the social restrictions under attack are not normally engaged
 in any such enterprise. What law and public opinion can reason-
 ably attempt to do is to restrain the more extreme forms of base-
 ness (like sadistic pornography and narcotics addiction) which,
 whether they be labeled unworthy or immoral, tend to dehuman-
 ize us.44

 The underlying theme of Mill's chapter on individuality is
 that freedom and not restraint (in matters of "personal conduct")
 promotes good character. Alan Ryan correctly summarizes Mill's
 ultimate goal: "The freely pursued life of personal nobility."45 But
 surely one cannot assume that the freedom to pursue this life and
 the actual pursuit of it are equivalents. Ryan does not exactly say
 that they are equivalents, but neither does he undertake to explain
 why he (apparently) believes that the former will necessarily lead
 to the latter. Whatever some of his descendents may believe, John
 Stuart Mill did not teach that freedom of choice is a sufficient

 condition of responsibility or excellence. He recognized, more-or-
 less, that one also needs virtuous standards of choice and the dis-
 cipline to live by them. Evidently, however, his progressivist view
 of the influences of advancing civilization led him to take the
 prevalence of such standards largely for granted.
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 III

 The free society envisioned by Mill is inhabited by persons
 who are not only autonomous choosers but also in large degree
 autonomous thinkers. Indeed, for Mill, freedom of choice de-
 pends substantially upon freedom of thought and opinion. There-
 fore, although the extended treatment this topic deserves is not
 possible here, some treatment more explicit than what I have pro-
 vided thus far is mandatory.

 Readers are no doubt familiar with the structure of the argu-
 ment for unlimited freedom to express opinions (short of direct in-
 citement to injurious acts) in Mill's chapter on "Liberty of
 Thought and Discussion." That part of the argument requiring
 consideration here can be summarized as follows. It would be

 wrong to suppress an opinion even if we knew it to be false and
 the received opinion which it attacks to be true. Let the received
 opinion be ever so valid, if it is not fully and frequently contested
 by opposing opinions, it will be held in the mind as a "dead
 dogma." Among the pernicious effects of such dogma, the most
 pernicious is a kind of degrading ignorance: while the believer
 may believe something which is true, he understands nothing of
 why it is true. Persons who never have to entertain arguments
 against their views remain ignorant of the grounds of their own
 beliefs and hence fail to "attain the mental stature which they are
 capable of."46 Only freedom of discussion and the conflict of opin-
 ions will enable them to rise to "something of the dignity of think-
 ing beings." Thus, like his doctrine of free choice, Mill's doctrine
 of free expression is concerned with the development of a certain
 kind of human being-a more respectable, worthier sort of hu-
 man being. And that is an intellectually active, open-minded
 truth-seeker who does not hold dogmatic beliefs.

 Now, Mill is undoubtedly correct in his view that dogmatic be-
 lief is incompatible with the life of the mind at its best or highest.
 If there is any settled truth about the life of the mind it is this:
 "[T]he only way in which a human being can make some ap-
 proach to knowing the whole of a subject, is by hearing what can
 be said about it by persons of every variety of opinion, and study-
 ing all modes in which it can be looked at by every character of
 mind. No wise man ever acquired his wisdom in any mode but
 this; nor is it in the nature of the human intellect to become wise
 in any other manner."47 The way to arrive at a thorough under-
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 standing and profound appreciation of the implications of an idea
 is to involve yourself in the dialectical confrontation of opposing
 points of view: to hear and carefully explore the most forceful ar-
 guments that can be made by adversaries on all sides of the ques-
 tion. This is what the philosopher does and this is liberal educa-
 tion in its ideal form; this ultimately is the Socratic enterprise that
 Mill so much admired.

 But Mill evidently supposes that because dogmatic belief is
 contrary to the pursuit of learning, by those wholly devoted to that
 pursuit, therefore it is also contrary to the good of the public at
 large and the well-being of society. To state the point in positive
 terms, Mill's argument assumes an identity between the search for
 knowledge and the good of social man; because profound diversity
 of opinions and the ceaseless challenging of beliefs are indispensa-
 ble for the highest liberal education they must also be desirable for
 the community and the citizen.48 This identity is the underlying
 premise of Mill's chapter on liberty of discussion, and it is per-
 haps the most remarkable idea in that chapter. In this regard,
 Mill is carrying to their utmost logical conclusion the assumptions
 of the Enlightenment.

 But, after all, human society is not a seminar in moral philos-
 ophy, is it? The demands of liberal education and the demands of
 communal life are not exactly the same. Liberal education may
 thrive on the relentless questioning of moral convictions and un-
 settling of opinions; communal life needs some ethical
 consensus-some decent convictions and settled beliefs about

 moral fundamentals. This, at any rate, is what Socrates teaches in
 Plato's Republic, where he profoundly distinguishes philosophic ed-
 ucation and civic education.49 It is also what Tocqueville
 teaches-another thinker deeply if paradoxically admired by
 Mill.50

 On Mill's behalf it may be contended that he did in fact recog-
 nize the desirability of ethical or civic consensus, as long as it is a
 consensus based on truth and resulting from "the fullest and freest
 comparison of opposite opinions." ' But this is precisely the issue
 between Mill and his classical predecessors in political theory. The
 traditional understanding is, to say the least, skeptical about the
 capacity of any society of ordinary human beings to live in har-
 mony on the basis simply of true ideas arrived at by the indepen-
 dent reasoning of its various members. With regard to quite a few
 of life's more far-reaching questions, the truth is extremely com-
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 plex and difficult to grasp, human communities need some unify-
 ing myths and most of us will have to settle for "right opinion"
 more-or-less dogmatically held.

 This understanding of the limits of the human condition is re-
 jected, without being squarely confronted, by Mill and Millians.
 Among the probable reasons for this is that, in their thinking
 about the requisites of human development, Mill and Millians fo-
 cus on the individual rather than the society, or they consider the
 society as a collection of individuals. Let us adopt this focus for
 the moment. Says C. L. Ten: "We do not think much of a person
 who simply holds on to true beliefs but has no clear understand-
 ing of them or the reasons for holding them."52 What then would
 be the value of a society consisting of such defective individuals?
 But the judgment pronounced on this person is a rather harsh
 one-especially if, by acting on his "right opinion," this person
 manages to lead a just and humane life. To be sure, we would find
 him more admirable if (in addition to practicing the moral vir-
 tues) he also led a rigorously examined life. But suppose that, as a
 result of inability to deal with repeated challenges to the premises
 of one's virtues, one loses them. Whom should we prefer: a mor-
 ally dedicated proponent of racial desegregation (who knows not
 why, in the philosophic sense, "all men are created equal" is true)
 or a moral skeptic who makes few personal sacrifices for the right
 because he knows that he does not know what it is? Mill's de-

 scendents rarely address this sort of question, though it is one
 quite pertinent to a philosophy in which the general happiness is
 the test of good and character development is the crucial ingredi-
 ent of happiness.

 Of course, these brief remarks are not intended as refutation
 of all of Mill's conclusions about liberty of discussion. If Mill is
 wrong, or partly so, about dogmatic belief or "right opinion" in
 social life, it need not follow that he is wrong about freedom for
 the exposition of ideas and the search for truth. But, if we are per-
 suaded that a community needs some opinions (as it needs some
 customs) which, to paraphrase Tocqueville, many people will en-
 tertain on trust, then the society envisioned by Mill begins to look
 like something less than a realistic object of political aspiration. To
 be sure, we can continue to respect the mandates of the First
 Amendment to the United States Constitution, but we are not
 philosophically compelled to go beyond these mandates to em-
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 brace everything entailed by the vision of a society of autonomous
 choosers and thinkers.

 Mill's case for liberty is very impressive in one regard: the en-
 couragement of wisdom and the development of a higher type of
 humanity are exalted concerns. What is distinctive about Mill's
 liberalism is that it takes the high road. Should Mill's doctrine be
 appreciated for this-or criticized for exemplifying a brand of lib-
 eralism which tries to have it both ways on a whole range of criti-
 cal issues? Perhaps some of each. In any event, Mill cannot make
 good his "utilitarian" claim that human development requires, or
 is necessarily served by, all the individual liberty and all the re-
 straints on the community that his doctrine demands.

 Contemporary liberal democrats need not be overwhelmed (as
 they sometimes are) by far-reaching Millian claims on behalf of
 the principle of personal autonomy. The names of Locke, Madi-
 son and Tocqueville can serve to remind us that there are alterna-
 tive and more moderate perspectives available to liberal demo-
 crats. In awareness of these alternatives, we can be more tolerant
 of legal and social compromises which endeavor to accommodate
 the sometimes competing claims of individuality, moral decency
 and excellence.

 NOTES

 *The author wishes to acknowledge the generous support of the Earhart
 Foundation which provided released time indispensable for preparation of this
 article.

 1 See John Gray, Mill on Liberty. A Defence (London: Routledge & Kegan
 Paul, 1983); C. L. Ten, Mill on Liberty (London: Oxford University Press,
 1980), particularly Preface, p. vii; and Alan Ryan, John Stuart Mill (New York:
 Pantheon Books, 1970), chap. 13.

 2 For example, see Ronald Dworkin, Taking Rights Seriously (Cambridge:
 Harvard University Press, 1977), pp. 198-99 and 272-73.

 3 Utilitarianism, On Liberty and Considerations on Representative Government (New
 York: E. P. Dutton, 1951), pp. 95-96. All subsequent references to On Liberty,
 Utilitarianism and Considerations on Representative Government are to this edition.

 4 This rather stringent formulation is supported by the most prominent ex-
 amples On Liberty provides of conduct "harmful to others." While Mill deviates
 from it when he allows society to prohibit certain public acts as "offences
 against decency" (On Liberty, p. 206), his argument cannot afford many such
 deviations.

 5 On Liberty, p. 186. Mill is sometimes accused of unrealistically assuming
 that a person's activity can be sharply divided into two spheres: that which af-
 fects and concerns only himself and that which affects and concerns others. To
 this it is replied that "no man is an island." This criticism is not entirely fair to
 Mill. Mill's awareness that no man is an island is evidenced in his acknowl-

 edgement of indirect or contingent injuries to others resulting from conduct in
 the "self-regarding" sphere. The controversial question is whether Mill unduly
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 minimizes the significance of such effects.
 6 Ibid., p. 97.
 7 Ten, Mill on Liberty, p. 14.
 8 The reader is referred to Mill's discussion of indirect or contingent effects

 at pp. 183-86.
 9 Miller v. Cal fornia, 413 U.S. 15, 63 (1973).
 10 Ryan, John Stuart Mill, p. 240.
 11 Mill was asked by a Royal Commission whether state licensing and med-

 ical examination of prostitutes would be likely to promote "moral injury." He
 responded: "I do think so, because I hardly think it possible for thoughtless
 persons not to infer, when special precautions are taken to make a course which
 is generally considered worthy of disapprobation safer than it would naturally
 be, that it cannot be considered very bad by the law, and possibly may be con-
 sidered not bad at all, or at any rate a necessary evil" (quoted in Hadley
 Arkes, The Philosopher in the City Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1981, p.
 440).

 12 On Liberty, p. 199.
 13 According to Rolf E. Sartorius, even "act utilitarianism" is capable of

 providing such norms. See Sartorius, Individual Conduct and Social Norms (En-
 cino, California: Dickenson Publishing Co., 1975).

 14 Gray, Mill on Liberty. A Defence, p. 14.
 15 Ibid., p. 52.
 16 Utilitarianism, p. 32.
 17 A System of Logic (London: Longmans, Green, 1949), p. 621.
 18 On Liberty, p. 153.
 19 "[I]ndividuality is the same thing with development, and . . . it is only

 the cultivation of individuality which produces or can produce well developed
 human beings" (On Liberty, p. 162). This is just what classical philosophy said
 about arete (usually translated as virtue or human excellence).

 20 Utilitarianism, p. 14. We are not concerned here with the validity of
 Mill's effort to derive the good and the noble from the pleasant. Our interest is
 in the fact that high ethical standards emerge from Mill's argument.

 21 Gray, Mill on Liberty. A Defence, p. 73.
 22 Utilitarianism, p. 13.

 23 Ten, Mill on Liberty, pp. 82-83.
 24 Patrick Devlin, The Enforcement of Morals (London: Oxford University

 Press, 1965), p. 108.
 25 See particularly Considerations on Representative Government, pp. 334-40.
 26 Utilitarianism, p. 38.

 27 Ibid., p. 41-2.
 28 James Fitzjames Stephen, Liberty, Equality, Fraternity (Cambridge: Cam-

 bridge University Press, 1967), p. 81.
 29 Gray, Mill on Liberty. A Defence, p. 85.
 30 Ibid.

 31 On Liberty, pp. 186-87.
 32 Ibid., 164.
 33 That recent movement calling itself the "Moral Majority" is a case in

 point. It hardly represents a majority capable of making significant inroads
 upon our liberal dispensation.

 34 On Liberty, p. 171.
 35 Ibid., p. 156.
 36 See Ten, Mill on Liberty, p. 70.
 37 On Liberty, p. 155.
 38 See Aristotle Nicomachean Ethics, bk. 2.
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 39 See Edmund Burke, Reflections on the Revolution in France (Garden City,
 New York: Doubleday, 1961), particularly pp. 43-48.

 40 Gray, Mill on Liberty. A Defence, p. 119.
 41 A System of Logic, p. 620.
 42 See Gray, Mill on Liberty.: A Defence, p. 99.
 43 Supra, pp. 6-7.
 44 Unfortunately, the limits of space do not allow for discussion of one of

 Mill's important practical arguments against public intervention in "personal
 conduct." This is the argument that, when the public interferes with such con-
 duct, "the odds are that it interferes wrongly, and in the wrong place" (On Lib-
 erty, p. 188). Mill seems to suppose here that the public and the law are wholly
 intractable and uneducable in this regard. At any rate, how can a consistent
 utilitarianism derive from this consideration anything more than a presump-
 tion in favor of liberty? For an example of a relentless effort to derive consider-
 ably more, see Sartorius, Individual Conduct and Social Norms, pp. 154-58.

 45 Ryan, John Stuart Mill, p. 255.
 46 On Liberty, p. 125.
 47 Ibid., pp. 108-09.
 48 "It is not too much to require that what the wisest of mankind, those

 who are best entitled to trust their own judgment, find necessary to warrant
 their relying on it, should be submitted to by that miscellaneous collection of a
 few wise and many foolish individuals, called the public" (ibid., p. 109). My
 point in the following paragraphs above is that this is indeed too much to re-
 quire.

 49 For example, contrast book 3 which ends with the "noble lie" with book
 7 which begins with the philosopher's transcendence of the opinions in "the
 cave" of society.

 50 "[U]nder no circumstances will dogmatic belief cease to exist, or, in
 other words, men will never cease to entertain some opinions on trust and
 without discussion. If everyone undertook to form all his own opinions and to
 seek for truth by isolated paths struck out by himself alone, it would follow that
 no considerable number of men would ever unite in any common belief. .
 But obviously without such common belief no society can prosper; say, rather,
 no society can exist" (Alexis de Tocqueville, Democracy in America [New York,
 1945], 2:9). It is of some scholarly interest why Mill, who so much admired
 Tocqueville's ideas of liberty, did not come more to grips with Tocqueville's
 ideas of its limiting conditions. See also Democracy in America, vol. 2, chap. 5.

 51 On Liberty, p. 153. See also Autobiography of John Stuart Mill (New York:
 Columbia University Press, 1924), pp. 167-68 and 177-78; comparison of these
 two passages raises perplexing questions as to Mill's final attitude toward com-
 munal consensus. It is not easy to determine whether Mill welcomed an even-
 tual consensus as desirable or thought of it as historically inevitable but inevita-
 bly dangerous.

 52 Ten, Mill on Liberty, p. 127.
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